Temperature Dependence of Mechanical and Dielectric Relaxation in cis-1,4-Polyisoprene
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ABSTRACT: The linear viscoelastic properties of 1,4-polyisoprene (PI; M_w = 504 000) were measured by combined mechanical and dielectric spectroscopies. For local segmental motion, the respective mechanical and dielectric relaxation times, although differing substantially in magnitude, have identical temperature dependencies. The shape of the segmental relaxation function itself was sensitive to temperature. The data, obtained over a 160 degree range of temperatures, could be reduced to yield satisfactorily master curves; however, detailed analysis reveals the usual breakdown of time-temperature superpositioning in the glass transition zone. Given the near equivalence of the respective breadths of its terminal and segmental dispersions, thermorheological complexity in PI is unanticipated by theory. In the plateau zone, the mechanical spectrum of PI exhibits power law behavior, with an exponent (0.21) close to a proposed universal value.

Introduction

The low-frequency motion of entangled, flexible-chain polymers can be described with some success by the reptation model,1-3 wherein the actual chain is represented as a Rouse chain confined to a tube. At shorter times, the chain segments move freely within the tube, so that the relevant relaxation times are just those of the Rouse model.2,4,5 These relaxation times can be expressed in terms of the characteristic relaxation time, τ_0, of a Rouse unit where, enumerating only the temperature-dependent quantities, ζ is the local friction coefficient and T is temperature. Rouse relaxation proceeds until constrained by the entanglements. The longest Rouse relaxation time, corresponding to longitudinal fluctuations of the chain within a tube, depends quadratically on molecular weight and is directly proportional to τ_0.2

The slowest dynamics is governed by one-dimensional diffusion of the chain from the tube, the rate of which depends both on molecular weight and the entanglement concentration. This reptation time is directly proportional to τ_0, so that all temperature-dependent quantities are contained in eq 1.1,2

\[ \tau_0 \propto \frac{\zeta}{T} \]  

(1)

Thus, according to the reptation model, the only temperature-dependent quantity (other than the weak T^{-1} scaling) is ζ, which is just the Rouse friction coefficient. The parameter ζ can be evaluated from the flow viscosity of unentangled polymers (η \propto ζ),6 or from the moduli at the high-frequency end of the glass transition zone [at frequencies \( \omega \) for which \( G'(\omega) = G''(\omega) \propto (\zeta \omega)^{1/2} \)].3,5 Thus, the ζ of reptation theory is identified with the friction coefficient prevailing both in the flow regime (involving chain modes) and at onset of glassy behavior (i.e., segmental relaxation). For this reason reptation theory can be said to predict thermorheological simplicity in polymers.7

Since its discovery in the early 1950s, the principle of time-temperature superpositioning has enjoyed wide application.5 Many recent texts,8-12 as well as review articles,7,13 assert the thermorheological simplicity of polymers. Experimentally, however, there is accumulating evidence of departures from the time-temperature superposition principle in polymers, due to a difference in temperature dependency between local segmental relaxation and relaxation of the chain modes. Such thermorheological complexity is most readily observed in the softening zone of the viscoelastic spectrum. Examples include polystyrene,14 poly(vinyl acetate),15 polypropylene glycol,16 poly(phenylmethylsiloxane),17 polybutadiene,18 polyisobutylene,19 and atactic polypropylene.20,21

Cis-1,4-polyisoprene (PI) is an interesting material, not only because of its enormous commercial significance (natural rubber comprises 35% of all commercial elastomers22), but also because it exhibits unusual viscoelastic behavior. For example, although much progress has been made in relating the chemical structure of polymers to the magnitude of their plateau modulus,23,24 all approaches to this problem over-estimate the plateau modulus of PI, by at least a factor of 2.25,26

The effect long-chain branching has on the rheology of PI is also unexplained. The terminal zone of branched polymers is known to broaden with decreasing temperature, an effect ascribed to arm retraction.27 Various workers have pointed out that, given the relative energies of its gauche and trans rotamers, for branched PI this broadening effect should be absent. Therefore, PI would represent a unique case among branched polymers of thermorheological simplicity in the terminal zone.28-31 Contrary to this, recent experiments showed that star-branched PI exhibits a breakdown of time-temperature superpositioning in the terminal zone.32-34

Although deviation from time-temperature superpositioning in neat polymers is at odds with the reptation model,7 the coupling model of relaxation predicts a differing temperature dependence between any relaxation modes that have a different spectral breadth.35-39 PI is an interesting test case regarding this prediction, because its segmental relaxation dispersion is unusually narrow,40 and hence the expectation from the coupling model is similar temperature dependences for its terminal and segmental relaxations.
Dielectric spectroscopy of both the normal and segmental modes in PI have been carried out, although conductivity complications severely limit the range over which data can be obtained for PI of molecular weights greater than ~40,000. Nevertheless, the dielectric data suggest a weaker temperature dependence of the normal mode in comparison to segmental relaxation. Evaluation of the thermorheological behavior of polymers requires data over a broad time scale, so that the segmental and the chain modes are simultaneously observable. This data can be obtained from measurements of the softening zone, although it is still necessary to have a wide range of experimental frequencies. The latter is accomplished by employing more than one form of spectroscopy. Osaki and co-workers have analyzed dynamic birefringence and mechanical measurements on PI. Employing a modified stress optical law, which relies on the assumption of additivity of “rubbery” and “glassy” stresses, they conclude the PI is thermorheologically complex in the glass transition zone. In the present work, segmental relaxation behavior is characterized both mechanically and dielectrically. For the terminal mode, we use mechanical spectroscopy, extending the range of frequencies by analyzing the compliance function in addition to the modulus.

**Experimental Section**

The linear PI was synthesized by A. F. Halasa, using n-butyllithium as the initiator. It is essentially a copolymer (92% 1,4 microstructure, high cis), and thus completely amorphous. The PI has a molecular weight equal to 504,000, as determined from the zero-shear viscosity, measured with a constant stress rheometer. Dynamic mechanical data was obtained using a Bohlin VOR with a parallel plate geometry. Isothermal measurements were made over a range from -71 (roughly the calorimetric $T_g$) to +90 °C, with ±0.1 °C control. The data were reduced empirically to yield apparent master curves. This reduction procedure entails small vertical shifts, partly a consequence of errors in specimen radius. For a parallel plate geometry, the modulus depends on the fourth power of the radius.

Dielectric experiments employed a time domain spectrometer (IMASS Inc.), with the sample contained in a Delta Design Model 9023 oven. The sample was contained between aluminum plates with a guard ring on the detector side. Data were obtained over a temperature range from -67 to -37 °C (temperature stability ≈ 0.1 °C).

**Results and Discussion**

**Terminal Relaxation.** Although a purpose of the present work was to determine if PI is thermorheologically simple, master curves of the dynamic mechanical data were constructed that are at least qualitatively accurate. Measurements obtained at six temperatures are shown in Figure 1. In the terminal zone ($-6 < \log \omega < 1$ in Figure 1), where $G''(\omega)$ exhibits a maximum, this time–temperature reduction is readily accomplished because there is sufficient “structure” in the viscoelastic functions. Over the same frequency range, however, the compliance is relatively featureless. Depending on the amount of vertical shifting applied, different frequency shifts could accomplish superpositioning of $J''(\omega)$ equally well. Toward higher frequencies ($1 < \log \omega < 7$), $J''(\omega)$ exhibits a peak, and superpositioning of the compliance function becomes accurate. In this regime, however, unique reduction of the monotonic modulus curves is no longer feasible.

Thus, temperature shifts for the chain modes ($-6 < \log \omega < 7$) can be determined over the entire range of frequencies, but only by relying on different viscoelastic functions. To corroborate the quantitative validity of this reduction scheme, it must be shown that the same viscoelastic mechanism is being probed throughout. We do this by evaluating the integrals of the respective $G''(\omega)$ and $J''(\omega)$ peaks. The loss modulus peak is related to the plateau modulus characterizing the entanglement density, where the upper limit restricts the integration to the terminal zone. Similarly, $G_N^0$ can be obtained from the loss compliance peak using

$$G_N^0 = \frac{2}{\pi} \int_{0}^{\infty} G''(\omega) \, d \log \omega$$

the integration to the terminal zone. Similarly, $G_N^0$ can be obtained from the loss compliance peak using

$$G_N^0 = \left[ \frac{2}{\pi} \int_{0}^{\infty} J''(\omega) \, d \log \omega \right]^{-1}$$

As shown in Figure 2, the terminal mode can be resolved from any overlap of the transition zone by using a power law to approximate the loss modulus on the high-frequency side (and similarly for the low-frequency side of the loss compliance). Carrying out the numerical integration, eqs 2 and 3 yield the same value, $G_N^0 = 0.36 \pm 0.04 \text{ MPa}$. This equivalence provides assurance that the time–temperature shifting (for $\omega < 10 \text{ rad/s}$) to superimpose the moduli is consistent with the shifting of the compliance data at higher frequencies.

The value of the plateau modulus, which corresponds to a molecular weight between entanglements of 6400 g/mol, agrees with literature values reported previously for PI. Determination of the plateau modulus from eq 2 or 3 does not require monodisperse samples, unlike the use of phenomenological relations, for example between the plateau modulus and the maximum in
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G''(ω) or J''(ω). Multiplying G''(0) by the maximum in the loss compliance (Figure 1) yields 0.25, which is at the low end of the range of this product found for various linear polymers.5 As stated earlier, the plateau modulus for PI is substantially less than predicted by various models and correlations.25,26

The frequency of the terminal G''(ω) maximum is shown in Figure 3 for temperatures in the range -10 to 90 °C. The curve represents the Vogel-Fulcher equation5 with the fit parameters listed in Table 1.

Similarly, the frequency of the loss compliance maximum, measured between -52 and -40 °C, is included in Figure 3. Over this temperature range, the two functions represent the same viscoelastic mode, so vertically shift ωmax for the compliance (by a factor of 9.1 × 10^-6), bringing these values into coincidence with the Vogel-Fulcher extrapolation of the modulus data. Such superposition demonstrates the equivalent temperature dependence for the two quantities.

As implied by the extrapolation used in Figure 2, the terminal zone relaxation spectrum of entangled, linear polymers exhibits power law behavior. The exponent, n, can be determined to a good approximation using49

\[ \eta_0 = \frac{n_e}{n_e + 1} G_N^0 \lambda_{\text{max}} \]

where \( \lambda_{\text{max}} \) is the longest relaxation time, which can be deduced from the frequency, \( \omega_0 \), at which the low-frequency asymptotes of G'(ω) and G''(ω) would intersect49

\[ \lambda_{\text{max}} = \frac{n_e + 2}{n_e + 1} \times \omega_0^{-1} \]

This gives \( \lambda_{\text{max}} \approx 10 \) s at 60 °C. Using \( n_e = 0.21 \), eq 6 predicts \( \eta_0 = 7 \times 10^6 \) Pa-s, which is 40% less than the zero-shear viscosity directly measured, \( \eta_0 = 1.2 \times 10^6 \) Pa-s. The origin of this discrepancy is not obvious, although polydispersity is likely a contributing factor.53

**Segmental Relaxation.** At temperatures in the range of -56 to -71 °C, local segmental relaxation transpires within the range of available frequencies, giving rise to a peak in G''(ω) at \( \log \omega \approx 7.5 \) in Figure 1. The frequencies corresponding to the maximum are plotted in Figure 4. Whereas the shape of the terminal relaxation function is insensitive to temperature, the seg-
mental peaks broaden with decreasing temperature (see inset to Figure 4). This trivial departure from time-temperature equivalence was also seen in polybutadiene. The range of frequencies over which the segmental relaxation time could be determined was extended using dielectric spectroscopy. (Note that in principle the terminal relaxation could also be probed dielectrically, because cis-polyisoprene has a dipole moment parallel to the chain contour. However, such measurements are limited to relatively low molecular weight polymers due to interference from conductivity.) The frequency of the maximum in the dielectric loss corresponding to local segmental motion was obtained over the temperature range from -67 to -37 °C. The dielectric $\omega_{\text{max}}$ are a factor of 5.7 smaller than the values determined mechanically at the same temperature. (This compares to a factor of 2 difference in the respective $\omega_{\text{max}}$ for high vinyl polybutadiene.) Such differences are in part due to the fact that retardation times are always longer than the corresponding relaxation times. In any case, the temperature dependencies determined from mechanical and dielectric spectroscopy are equivalent, as illustrated in Figure 4. The Vogel-Fulcher parameters for segmental relaxation of PI are listed in Table 1.

In the transition zone, the dynamic moduli exhibit power-law behavior over a couple decades of frequency. Although the Rouse model predicts that both $G'(\omega)$ and $G''(\omega)$ will vary as $\omega'$, experimentally this is usually observed only toward the high-frequency end of the transition zone. The slope of the loss modulus in Figure 1 is much steeper ($\approx 0.7$), comparable to values reported for polystyrene and polybutadiene.

**Thermorheological Complexity.** The data in Table 1 indicate different temperature dependencies for the chain modes and local segmental motion. This difference should occasion a breakdown of the time-temperature superposition principle, notwithstanding Figure 1. This breakdown becomes evident at temperatures for which both relaxation modes contribute within the available range of experimental frequencies. This is, of course, the transition zone.

The respective shift factors for the terminal and segmental modes are plotted in Figure 5, using an expanded temperature scale to emphasize the transition region. The data for segmental relaxation has been shifted downward, making apparent its stronger temperature dependence. At these temperatures thermorheological complexity is particularly marked for the loss tangent, as shown in the inset to Figure 5.

The coupling model predicts a relationship between the temperature dependencies of different relaxations and the breadth of their respective dispersions. Quantitative assessment of this prediction is possible for relaxation functions having the stretched exponential form; however, the terminal relaxation of PI deviates markedly from this shape. Nevertheless, the qualitative prediction remains that broader dispersions will have larger time-temperature shift factors. Because segmental relaxations usually are broader than terminal dispersions, this prediction is consistent with many experimental results.

The full width at half-maximum (fwhm) of the terminal peak in Figure 2 is 2.3 decades. Due to overlap with the transition zone, this breadth is a decreasing function of molecular weight, attaining a constant shape at sufficiently high molecular weight. Consistent with such a variation with molecular weight, the breadth in the present case is ~10% narrower than found for PI of $M_W = 357 000$. As previously noted, the segmental relaxation function of PI is quite narrow. The fwhm of the loss modulus peak is 2 decades, decreasing with increasing temperature. Thus, PI is
unique in having a broader terminal than segmental relaxation and, according to the coupling model, differences between segmental and terminal shift factors should be quite small. This prediction differs from the results in Figure 5, where than the segmental shift factors are clearly larger.

Summary

Mechanical and dielectric spectroscopy was carried out on high molecular weight PI. The results in the plateau zone were consistent with a relaxation spectrum having power law behavior, with an exponent approaching a previously suggested universal value. The experimentally determined values for the plateau modulus and terminal viscosity, however, were not quantitatively compatible with eq 6, derived from a power law spectrum.

Although the temperature dependence of local segmental motion was the same when measured mechanically or dielectrically, a change in the shape of the segmental relaxation function with temperature was evident. More dramatic thermorheological complexity was seen in the transition zone. Notwithstanding these results, qualitatively satisfactory master curves could be constructed, because only in the transition zone are the contributions from the chain modes and local segmental motion overlapping. Nevertheless, time–temperature extrapolation of viscoelastic properties may be subject to large errors, particularly if shift factors are determined at temperatures for which the dominant viscoelastic mode differs from the mode governing the property of interest.

The fact that the terminal and segmental dynamics have distinct temperature dependencies means that each can be associated with a different friction factor. In the tube model, however, a single local friction factor is used to describe both the chain modes and local motions; hence, the theory fails to account for thermorheological complexity in polymers. Such behavior is anticipated by the coupling model of relaxation; however, with respect to PI, the model appears to be at odds with the experimental data.
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